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Abstract- A new architecture for matching the data protected
with an Error-Correcting Code (ECC) is presented in this
project to reduce architecture complexity.Based on the fact that
the codeword of an ECC is usually represented in a systematic
form consisting of the raw data and the parity information
generated by encoding, the proposed architecture parallelizes the
comparison of the data and that of the parity information. To
further reduce power consumption and complexity, in addition, a
new Butterfly-formed Weight Accumulator (BWA) is proposed
for the efficient computation of the Hamming distance.
Grounded on the BWA, the proposed architecture examines
whether the incoming data matches the stored data if a certain
number of erroneous bits are corrected.To designing pipelined
Vector Precoding architecture in decoder to reduce the error
rate and hardware complexity.

data.Instead, it checks if the retrieved data resides in the error
correctable rangeof the codeword corresponding to the
incoming data. As the checking necessitates an additional
circuit to compute the Hamming

distance, i.e., the number of different bits between the two
code words.

Index Terms-Butterfly-formed Weight Accumulator, Error
Correcting Code, Vector Precoding,.

I.INTRODUCTION
Butterfly-formed Weight Accumulator(BWA)is used to
compute hamming distance between 2 code words such as X
and Y.BWA is constructed by a set of HA.Data comparison is
widely used in computing systems to perform many
operations such as the tag matching in a cache memory and
the virtual-to-physical address translation in a Translation
Look aside Buffer (TLB).Hence, it is important to implement
the comparison circuit with low hardware complexity. As
recent computers employ Error-Correcting Codes (ECC) to
protect data and improve reliability, complicated decoding
procedure, which must precede the data comparison.
In performing the comparison, themethoddoes not examine
whether the retrieved data is exactly the same as the incoming

Figure. 1Proposed Architecture

Saturate adder (SA) is the key block in
hamming distance computation unit.In this project, SA-based
direct compare architecture is proposed to reduce the latency

]
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and hardware complexity that computes the Hamming
distance faster by resolving the aforementioned drawbacks.A
saturation adder performs normal 4-bit addition when the
resulting sum is less than 15. However, if the sum is greater
than 15, which would normally cause an adder to roll over, the
saturation adders output should stay at 15.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: a brief basic
concepts of BWA and handling methodologies are given in
section II; Existing adder techniques are discussed in section
III; the proposed innovative is propounded and manifested in
section IV; the experimental results on simulation and the
outcomes are discussed in section V; Finally in section VI
conclusion of my work is elucidated.
II. BASICS
The most recent solution for the matching problem is the
direct compare method, which encodes the incoming data and
then compares it with the retrieved data that has been
encoded as well.Therefore, the method eliminates the
complex decoding from the critical path.

Figure. 3 Encode and Compare Architecture

Note that decoding is usually more complex and takes
moretime than encoding as it encompasses a series of error
detection or syndrome calculation, and error correction . To
resolve the drawbacks of the decode-and-compare
architecture, therefore, thedecoding of aretrieved codeword is
replaced with the encoding of an incomingtag in the encodeand-compare architecture More precisely, a k-bitincoming tag
is first encoded to the corresponding n-bit codeword Xand
compared with an n-bit retrieved codeword Y as shown inFig.
1(b). The comparison is to examine how many bits the
twocodewords differ, not to check if the two codewords are
exactly equalto each other. For this, we compute the Hamming
distance d betweenthe two codewords and classify the cases
according to the range of d.Let tmax and rmax denote the
numbers of maximally correctable and detectable errors,
respectively.

Figure. 2 Conventional BWA Architecture

Hamming Distance(d)=8*I+4(J+K+M)+2*(L+N+O)+P (1)

The matching or fault of the received code words are
Figure. 4 SA-Based Comparator Architecture

computed based on hamming distance computation
number of detectable errors in

method.LetRmax=maximum

received code words.Let tmax=maximum number of
correctable errors in received code words.
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In the SA-based architecture the comparison of two
codewordsis invoked after the incoming tag is encoded.
Therefore, the criticalpath consists of a series of the encoding
and the n-bit comparisonas shown in Fig. 4. However, it does
not consider the fact that, inpractice, the ECC codeword is of
a systematic form in which thedataand parity parts are
completely separated as shown in Fig. 4. As thedata part of a
systematic codeword is exactly the same as the incomingtag
field, it is immediately available for comparison while
theparity part becomes available only after the encoding is
completed.Grounded on this fact, the comparison of the k-bit
tags can be startedbefore the remaining (n–k)-bit comparison
of the parity bits. In theproposed architecture, therefore, the
encoding process to generate theparity bits from the incoming
tag is performed in parallel with the tag comparison, reducing
the overall latency.

III. RELATED WORK

Figure 6 SA table

Figure. 5 Architecture of Encoder

In this,8 bits of source address and 8 bits of
destination address are taken in to half-adder and to be add
and be given in to mux. Finally that MUX value will be given
to the subtractor. The subtracted value is in binary form.
Using binary to integer converter, the binary bits will be
converted in to integerform, that value denoted as b max.

Figure 7 Decision Table
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Here data input is 2,4 bit vectors A,B. The data
output is 4-bit vector sum and the resulting behaviour is
greater than 15 or equal to 15 in the SA table.
In the decision table, six inputs are taken and
they are labelled as Q, R, S, T, U, V. From the above decision
table we can infer that, only when “0” bits are taken alone the
decision is getting matched, where for the other combinations
the results are either mismatched or fault.

of the PE, control signal is used to determine the output as
LLR(a) or LLR(b) ,which is propagated to the next stage.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The main objective is to design a new architecture in
error correcting code to reduce hard ware complexity, latency
and also to reduce burst errors in receiver side. In phase II,
vector precoding architecture has been proposed to reduce
noise in the receiving data which are from encoding the
incoming data.

34mW, and also the latency result is reduced to 15.139ms
from 17.096ms

VI. CONCLUSION

Figure. 7(a) Proposed vector precoding architecture
F node and g node are used to calculate the propagated LLR
values. Here S2C is the block that performs the conversion
from sign-magnitude form to 2’s complement form, while
C2S unit carries out the inverse conversion. Additionally,
adder and subtractor are employed to carry out addition and
subtraction between the two inputs. Finally, at the output end

If LLR (Log likelihood ratio) “c” is greater than LLR “d” then
LLR “c” would be selected, If LLR “d” is greater than LLR
“c” then LLR “d” would be selected. If LLR “c” is .
Equal LLR”d” then sum of LLR “c” and LLR “d” would
be Selected.

Figure. 8 Compare and select unit
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V. RESULTS
The BWA Architecture is designed for error correcting
codes also to reduced power consumption and latency as
mentioned in the table.In phaseII vector precoding
architecture is proposed in front of BWA architecture to
reduced hardware complexion also reduced maximum
utilization of power and latency as shown in the table.

Figure. 9 Performance analysis

From the above table we can infer that the power
consumption had been reduced in Phase 2 from 52mW to.
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In this project, the low complexity architecture for
error correction code is proposed.The Saturating
adder based decoding architecture is designed and
simulated in this review.The saturating adder is
based on Half adders.The vector precoding
architecture is designed for maximum reduction in
power and latency.Here burst errors are reduced and
minimum number of gates are used. Instead of using
eight gates, here four gates are used
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